Abstract-Performance of cross-layer protocols that recommend the relay of corrupted packets to higher layers can be improved significantly by accurately inferring/predicting the bit error rate (BER) in the packets. In practice, higher layers observe the bits only after some hard decision. Hence physical layer link-quality indications, such as the signal strength of each individual bit, are not observable at higher layers. Therefore, it is essential to identify practically observable variables, which can be used for reasonably robust channel state inference/prediction (CSI/CSP). Here, inference specifically refers to estimating the BER in an already received packet, while prediction refers to anticipating the BER in a future packet. In this paper, we note that, in practical 802.11b devices, it is possible to acquire a Signal to Silence Ratio (SSR) indication and measure the Background Traffic Intensity ( ρ ) on a per packet basis. This paper, thus presents a measurement-based study that analyzes the utility of SSR and ρ as side-information for CSI/CSP. In this work, we exploit the Method of Types to measure the robustness of the observable side-information. Our analysis and simulations based on an extensive set of actual 802.11b traces exhibit the practical utility of the considered observable variables.
INTRODUCTION
In wireless networks, the number of packet drops due to bit errors can be substantial. Such packet drops can adversely affect multimedia systems. Therefore many recent studies (e.g. [6] - [7] and references within) have recommended the development of cross-layer protocols that do not discard partially damaged packets. Relay of corrupted packets to higher layers can lead to significant improvements in the video throughput. However, the efficacy of information recovery from a corrupted packet is a function of the bit error rate (BER) in the packet. Hence, accurate channel state inference (CSI) and prediction (CSP) can provide substantial capacity gains.
Utility of receiver-side channel state information in improving capacity is a well researched area and has been demonstrated by many theoretical-and simulation-based studies; most of which focus on the physical layer. However unlike the physical layer, the channel observed at the link/MAC layer is discrete, and each individual bit does not have a signal strength associated with it. This makes the task of practically providing CSI about the corruption levels in a packet significantly harder. Therefore, the authors in a prior work started identifying practical mechanisms that can provide CSI at the link-layer [5] . We defer detailed discussion on how the present work relates with our previous studies to the related work section.
Our experimental methodology allows us to associate three link quality measures with each individual packet: ρ represents the Background Traffic (BT) overheard between two received packets in terms of packets/sec, SSR measures the Signal to Silence Ratio (SSR) for the first few microseconds ( s µ ) and we assume that a link-level checksum can provide us with a binary indication (Z) of whether a received packet is corruption free or not. We refer to ρ , SSR and Z as freely observable variables, because we do not need to transmit any additional pilot/parity bits (beyond what is available in a standard 802.11b implementation) to observe these variables.
The first contribution of this paper is to develop a link-invariant correlation model that relates the freely observable variables to the BER in an individual packet. We subsequently exhibit the utility of such correlation models in accurately estimating the BER in a corrupted packet by only observing ρ , SSR and Z associated with that packet. Based on extensive experiments using actual 802.11 traces, we show that utilizing ρ and SSR (on a packet-by-packet basis) can provide significantly improved performance over merely utilizing some average statistic along with the binary indicator Z. In particular we observe that SSR indications by themselves, despite the presence of varying intensity of BT, can provide robust CSI.
The second part of our contribution utilizes the abovedeveloped CSI mechanism for prediction. We measure the efficacy of a simplistic approach that assumes that the channel state of temporally adjacent packets does not vary significantly. Such a simplistic approach was surprisingly efficient on a number of links. However, often-significant benefits can be achieved by developing link-specific correlation models that utilize the BER of a current packet to predict the BER in a subsequent packet. A fundamental hurdle in practically utilizing such a temporal correlation model emerges from the fact that in real-life communications the BER in a corrupted packet is not freely observable. We solve this fundamental hurdle by utilizing the above proposed CSI mechanism in conjunction with link specific temporal correlation models for BERs.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section II describes our experimental methodology. In Section III we evaluate the utility of correlation models for CSI. In Section IV we utilize this CSI mechanism for CSP. In Section V we review the related work. Finally, in section VI we summarize the key conclusions of this work.
II. TRACE COLLECTION METHODOLOGY
For this study, we consider two wireless setups, as shown in Figure 1 , to collect the error traces. In Setup A five wireless receivers were used to simultaneously collect error traces on an 802.11b WLAN. One receiver was placed within clear lineof-sight (LoS) of the access point (AP), while the remaining four receivers were placed at different locations in a room across the hallway. In setup B six receivers were used to simultaneously collect error traces. Three receivers were placed in a room across the hallway, while three receivers were placed (at an extreme edge of the network) in a room 100 feet down the hallway. A wired sender was used to send multicast packets with a predetermined payload on the wireless LAN; multicasting disabled MAC layer retransmissions. Each experiment comprised of one million packets with a payload of 1, 000 bytes each. At the physical layer, the auto rate selection feature of the AP was disabled and for each experiment the AP was forced to transmit at a fixed data rate. Each trace collection experiment was repeated for different physical layer (PHY) data rates, however due to brevity we present results only for 11Mbps rate. For each SETUP, we collected traces for two distinct packet transmission rates. The transmission rate is controlled by adjusting the time interval t between packets. In setup A we collected traces at 500 Kbps and 1024 Kbps, while in Setup B we collected traces at 750 Kbps and 900 Kbps. For ease of notation, we prefer to label the traces by their PHY data rate and a single number. Table I describes the numbering we shall use for the remainder of the work.
The receivers' MAC layer device drivers were modified to pass corrupted packets to higher layers. To capture packets at high transmission rates, packet dissectors were implemented inside the device drivers. These packet dissectors ensured that only packets pertinent to our wireless experiment are processed, while all other packets are dropped. In addition to a packet's header and payload information, for each packet three additional parameters were logged at the receivers:
• Background traffic (B): A four byte number representing the total number of background packets observed between two trace packets; • Signal strength (S) for the received packet: A one byte number representing the signal strength in dBm; • Silence Value (N) for the received packet: A one byte number which can be said to be representing the noise + interference strength in dBm. We use the following defining equations to associate a SSR and BT intensity with each packet:
It is important to note that in typical 802.11b wireless receivers, the silence value N is measured just before the packet reception starts and the signal strength is measured for only the first few µs ( ~10). Thus the SSR indication associated with each packet is only an approximate measure of the link-quality experienced by a packet transmission. Similarly, also note that in measuring B we do not differentiate between packets on the basis of their size, signal strength, PHY rate etc. Thus we acknowledge that our measurement of the background traffic intensity, ρ , is relatively coarse and can be improved upon. Nevertheless, we shall see that even such coarse measurements are sufficient to provide accurate channel prediction. Incorporating improved measurements of ρ is a part of our future work. In this section, we shall investigate the utility of observable variables as side-information for CSI. By CSI, we specifically refer to a problem where we want to estimate the BER in a packet that has already been received. Accuracy of such estimates plays an important role in soft-decoding algorithms [6] and can also be important for a variety of other reactive protocols, see [4] for examples
A. Motivation Figure 2 shows the average value of BER θ over all the corrupted packets as a function of SSR, for the cases when there is no BT and when there is heavy BT. Note that we use the term BT with reference to a particular wireless receiver, and by that term we refer to all transmissions that take place when the medium is not being accessed by the particular receiver. Under the assumption of no delay spread [2] , the background traffic should not impact the reception quality of the receiver. However delay spreads are commonly observed in actual deployment of 802.11b WLANS. Hence as shown by Figure 2 , the BER in a received packet may be impacted by the intensity of the BT. It can be clearly seen that the BER is correlated with the BT and SSR. Thus it should be feasible to utilize SSR and ρ as side-information. Moreover the relationship of SSR with BER can vary in presence of BT. Thus additional performance benefits may be achievable by utilizing BT and SSR in a joint manner. We investigate these issues in the subsequent sub-sections.
B. Notation, Measures and Modeling Framework
The performance measures we choose are strongly influenced by the discussion on Method of Types presented in [1] .
Type of a packet: A received packet x is said to be of Type θ T if the (sample) BER in the packet is θ .
We can use such a definition of type, purely because x is made up of binary symbols and the probability distribution on these symbols is completely defined by the parameter θ . All the discussion in this section is strictly for the case of binary symbols and often we shall use θ to actually represent the probability distribution on the binary symbols.
Our goal in this paper is to infer or predict the type of a packet as accurately as possible. Additionally we assume that the side-information Z is able to accurately determine the type 0 T , i.e. the packets with no errors ( 0 θ = ). Hence we concentrate all our analysis only on packets with type 0 θ ≠ T T . Therefore, we can represent the cost of estimating/predicting the type of a packet as θ by 
where ( ) 
Until this point, our model was completely defined by a single parameter θ ; however, the dataset we consider in this work is labeled. In particular, each x is labeled by SSR and ρ . Thus we can obtain a set-decomposition of the training set A utilizing one or both of the labels. Let us denote these subsets by These individual parameters are obtained by just taking the expectation in the subset. Thus the following equations define the correlation models that enable us to utilize BT and SSR as side-information
,
Thus in this section we consider four models, which are referred to as Average, SSR_aware, BT_aware, SSR+BT_aware when the defining equation is (3), (4), (5) or (6) respectively.
Model Testing for Channel State Inference:
We test the models obtained in the above manner on various traces. Each trace Λ is represented by a vector time series otherwise. As has been explained before, we focus our analysis entirely on packets for which 1 = Z . N simply represents the total number of packets in each trace. We use correlation models defined by (3)-(6) to obtain an estimated series 1:
. The utility of the model, for a particular trace, in estimating the type of a packet is obtained as (4), (5) or (6) is being used for model definition.
C. Results and Analysis
In this sub-section, we evaluate the performance of the above described models. Our training set is composed of traces 1 to 11. We test the estimation accuracies of the trained models on each of the traces. Figure 3 shows the concentration gains. It can be clearly seen that both BT and SSR can provide concentration gains. Note a gain of 3dB implies an improvement in 1 Since we are concentrating all our analysis on corrupted packets it is implicit that Z is always being used as side-information. Thus in the remainder when we discuss about the presence or absence of side-information we are specifically referring to the use of SSR and BT with an implicit value of Z=1.
Figure 3 Concentration gain due to side-information.
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concentration by a factor of 2. Thus for 14 out of 22 traces, utilizing SSR as side-information can improve the accuracy of estimating BER by atleast a factor of 2 over a scheme that just utilizes an average statistic. It can be clearly seen that on some traces the improvement is in excess of 24 dB, corresponding to an improvement in concentration by a factor greater than 250. Thus the improvement in CSI by just utilizing SSR, despite the presence of BT, can be significant in many practical scenarios. As compared to SSR, the gains provided by BT are modest. However, there still exist a few traces [e.g., traces 6, 11, 14, 19, 21] where the gain is close to or above 3dB. In certain cases, for example traces 11 and 14, it is possible to jointly use SSR and BT side-informations to achieve further gains.
II. CHANNEL STATE PREDICTION
In this section, we focus on CSP using temporal correlation in the BER of adjacent packets. CSP specifically refers to predicting the state of packet that has not been received as yet and thus we have no information about the associated SSR and ρ values too. Hence, the CSP problem considered in this section is distinct from the CSI problem considered in the last section. Accurate CSP can be fed back to the transmitter, which can in turn adapt the rate of source and channel codes according to the predicted CSP of future packets.
A. Motivation
Many research studies (e.g., [1] - [5] ) have observed that temporal correlations can be observed in the channel states in 802.11b wireless networks. Figure 4 shows the correlation coefficients calculated on the basis of the BER process. The correlation coefficient can be calculated as 
C. Utilizing CSI from observable variables for CSP
The predictors described by (10)-(11) in the previous subsection cannot be employed in many practical situations because θ i is not observable whenever
In such circumstances we can utilize the side-information based CSI mechanism developed in the previous sub-section [refer to equations (4), (5), (6)] to estimate θ i . For clarity and focus, we shall only utilize SSR as side-information. Thus the predictor described by (6) can be realized as
We realize the predictor given of equation (11) 
For the remainder of this section we refer to the predictor obtained from equation (11) as Model based predictor, the predictor obtained from equation (12) as SSR based predictor and the predictor obtained from (13) as SSR + Model based predictor.
D. Results and Analysis
As in the previous section, we measure the accuracy of our various predictors by employing EKLD measure as follows:
As expressed by equation (14), we limit the analysis for our predictors to only predicting errors in the corrupted packets. However, our methods can be easily generalized for packet level predictions, that is, predicting that a future packet will be corrupted. Due to brevity constraints and to maintain focus, we defer the development of such a multi-tier model to a subsequent version of this work. Also note that in equation (14) 11 N represents the number of times we see two consecutive corrupted packets in trace Λ .
Figure 4 Temporal correlation of BER
In this section, we are interested in determining the loss in accuracy incurred by employing SSR based predictor or SSR + Model based predictor instead of the Model based predictor. Thus we measure the concentration loss as:
where the term Model specifically refers to the predictor (11). obtained by training on a trace Λ , while
is the predictor given by (12) or (13). It is important to note that the SSR models are obtained by training on the traces 1 to 11, just like Section II. The concentration loss thus represents the loss in accuracy due to an inability to observe the actual BER. Figure 5 shows the concentration loss. Ideally we would like the concentration loss to be never greater than 0dB, however such a performance is not consistently feasible. In practice slight loss of accuracy does not affect the performance of an eventual error control mechanism significantly. Nevertheless, the exact impact of loss of accuracy is application dependent. For the purpose of discussion we consider two thresholds 0.15dB and 3dB which correspond to loss in accuracy by a factor of 1.035 and 2 respectively. It can be seen that when we use the SSR based predictor the concentration loss, for 9/20 traces, is less than 3dB. This numbers drops to 0 when we limit the concentration loss to approx. 0.15dB. Thus even though the SSR based predictor very often provides satisfactory prediction, a more consistently robust prediction mechanism is necessary. Hence, to reduce the loss, a linkspecific model can be utilized in conjunction with SSR. It can be observed in Figure 5 that for SSR + Model based predictor the concentration loss is less than 3dB for 15/20 traces. Infact it can be seen that for 8 traces the loss is within 0.15 dB. Thus the proposed mechanism of combining a global and observable side-information-based model with a link-specific temporal correlation model can lead to significant performance benefits.
III. RELATED WORK
In [5] we presented a modeling framework which utilized observable variables − in particular SSR − that have a linkinvariant relationship with the bit error process and therefore can be used as meaningful side-information. The analysis in [5] is primarily applicable for developing simulation models. Even though the analysis in [5] provided us with insight that SSR can be used for CSI, the measure employed in [5] does not directly quantify the utility of SSR in CSI. In [5] we measure the KL-divergence
, where Λ p is the probability distribution on types obtained from the traces and p M is the distribution obtained from a model, to measure the accuracy of the model. Thus, even though the analysis in [5] motivated the utilization of SSR as sideinformation in an actual multimedia system [6] , the measures employed in either [5] or [6] did not directly quantify the improvement in BER estimates. The present work fills this important gap in our previous contributions. Moreover, the present work makes many additional contributions; including the impact of BT on CSI, utility of side-information for CSP.
IV. CONCLUSION
We investigated the feasibility of utilizing observable variables, BT and SSR, in CSI/CSP. The gains provided by BT are evident but not always significant. Thus there is enough promise in utilizing BT as side-information but for improved performance finer measurements of BT are required. On the other hand, the gains provided by SSR in CSI are more significant and consistent. These gains were observed on a variety of traces which contained varying amounts of BT. Our experiments showed that the suggested CSI mechanism can be efficiently combined with the temporal correlations in the BER to facilitate CSP. This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the ICC 2007 proceedings.
